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1 ADDITIONAL EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we present additional experiments to evaluate our
functional similarity network fSIM-NET.

Pose invariance. We investigate if the neural network can be made
invariant to the pose of the input objects, when predicting their
functionality. We trained two versions of the object-to-scene fSIM-
NET: one where the shapes are pre-aligned to a common coordinate
frame, and one where the shapes are rotated randomly. We per-
form prediction in cross validation experiments on the aligned and
non-aligned datasets. The result of this experiment is shown in
Figure 1. As expected, we observe that the network trained with
random rotations performs the best on the non-aligned dataset. We
also observe that it provides 5% lower precision on average on the
aligned dataset, due to the loss of information incurred by the pose
invariance. However, the performance of this network is still close
to that of the network trained on the aligned shapes.
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Fig. 1. Evaluation of our network for pose invariance. We compare all possi-
bilities of “train-test”, where “aligned” is the dataset where the objects are
pre-aligned, and “not aligned” is data where objects are randomly rotated.
As can be seen, the precision drops only slightly with pose invariance.

Embedding of scenes and objects. In addition to the retrieval results
shown in the paper, we demonstrate that the feature vectors learned
by our fSIM-NET can also be used for computing embeddings of all
the scenes or objects in our dataset, according to their functional
similarity. These embeddings can be used to facilitate applications
such as dataset exploration.

For scene embedding, we derive the distance between two scenes
Y1, Y2 by comparing their feature vectors fY1 , fY2 , provided by the
Escn subnetworks of the fSIM-NET, with the L2 distance. The matrix
of all pairwise distances between the scenes in our dataset is shown
in Figure 2. We use this matrix to embed the scenes into a 2D space
with the t-SNE dimensionality reduction algorithm. The result is
shown in Figure 3. We observe that the metric learning ensures that
scenes from the same category are kept close to each other, forming
well-separated clusters. Note that we show the t-SNE embedding
since it reveals well the clustering in the feature space and nearest
neighbor relationships between scenes. However, the embeddings
computed by t-SNE do not respect metric properties. Scenes that
are close in feature space are grouped closely together in the t-
SNE embedding, but scenes that are far in the embedding are not
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Fig. 2. Matrix of pairwise distances between scenes in our dataset, com-
puted according to the feature vectors provided by the fSIM-NET. Each
row of the matrix corresponds to a scene, and scenes are ordered by their
classes. Blue colors indicate low distances/high similarities. We observe
that high similarities do not only occur along the diagonal as expected,
but also across some off-diagonal instances, potentially revealing similar
functionality across different shape categories.
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Fig. 3. Embedding of all the scenes in our dataset obtained with t-SNE,
according to the feature vectors computed by the fSIM-NET.

necessarily far in feature space. This gives the impression that the
scenes are strongly clustered together possibly due to overfitting.
To give a better overview of the feature space, in Figure 4, we also
show a multi-dimensional scaling (MDS) embedding computed from
the feature vectors of scenes, noting that MDS seeks to preserve
metric properties of the feature space. We observe that there is a
certain overlap between scenes, while the obtained clusters are not
tight. This embedding also reveals possible functional similarities
between objects of different categories.

In addition, to further evaluate the generalization capabilities of the
fSIM-NET, we train the fSIM-NET on 90% of the data, predict the
functionality on the remaining 10% of the data, and then compute an
embedding of both train and test data. Figure 5 shows the resulting t-
SNE embedding. We see that testing scenes are closer to the training
scenes of same type than to training scenes of other types. We also
see that there are a few test scenes that appear in the middle of two
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Fig. 4. MDS embedding of all the scenes in our dataset, according to the
feature vectors computed by the fSIM-NET.
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Fig. 5. Embedding computed with feature vectors provided by the fSIM-
NET on both training and test data. The training scenes are plotted with
transparent colors and the testing scenes are plotted with solid colors but
with the same glyph as the testing scenes. Note the correct classification
for most of the test scenes, except for a few highlighted examples.

different classes since their interactions are similar, such as the two
example scenes containing a bowl and a vase.

Nevertheless, although these experiments reveal that the network
is able to generalize well for 10% of the data, we cannot rule out the
possibility of overfitting in the feature space, especially given the
small size of our training set. As part of future work, training our
network on a much larger dataset would provide a more conclusive
analysis of its generalization capabilities.

For object embedding, we show results obtained with two possible
approaches. First, we compare two objects based on the feature
vector learned by the last layer of the fSIM-NET modified for object
classification. Second, we employ the GMM distribution learned by
the fSIM-NET. For each object, we compute its minimal distance to
scenes in each category using Eq. (1) and use this vector of minimal
distances to all the categories as a feature vector for the object. We
compare the vectors obtained by these two approaches with the L2
norm, and use t-SNE to compute their corresponding embeddings,
shown in Figure 6. We see well-separated clusters for the embedding
of objects obtained with the first approach, as the network is tailored
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Fig. 6. Embedding of all the objects in our dataset, according to two ap-
proaches: (a) Modifying the last layer of the fSIM-NET for classification. (b)
Computing the minimal distance of the GMM distribution provided for an
object by the fSIM-NET to the feature vectors of scenes in each category.

Table Desk

Fig. 7. Examples of objects in the same category that have high similarity
according to the fSIM-NET, even though their geometry is quite different.

Table object - Desk sceneDesk object - Table scene

Fig. 8. Examples of objects and scenes from different categories that are
highly similar according to the fSIM-NET.

for object classification. We observe more overlap in the results of
the second approach, which uses the learned similarity metric more
directly. Overlap occurs especially between categories with related
interactions, such as stools and bicycles.

By inspecting individual objects, we see that the network is able to
learn the similarity in the functionality of objects that have very
different geometries. For instance, the two desks and two tables
shown in Figure 7 are quite dissimilar in their geometry but their
similarity in terms of the fSIM-NET is high. Moreover, objects and
scenes from different categories can also be highly similar if their
functionalities are related, as shown in Figure 8.

Finally, we observe that the fSIM-NET can only capture limited
information on functional similarities between different categories
due to an artifact of how we train the fSIM-NET. Since we only take
as input a dataset of scenes and their labels, we create the training
triplets for the fSIM-NET in a simplified manner. For creating the
triplet of a central object, we take a scene of the same type as the
positive example, while any scene of a different type can be taken
as the negative example. For example, when creating triplets for
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Fig. 9. Embedding of scenes computed with t-SNE before and after adding
a prior that considers the functional similarity between desks and tables.

desks, we include tables as negative examples, resulting in these
two classes being separated.

Thus, to add such prior knowledge about the functional similarity
of different classes, we can remove desk scenes from the set of
negative examples for the table class and vice versa. Figure 9 shows
the comparison of the original embedding and the embedding after
modifying the training set in this manner. We can see that tables and
desks (green points and squares) are much closer when the prior
is added. This limitation can be addressed with adequate training
data, as we discuss in the future work.

Additional results for the entire pipeline. In Figure 10, we show addi-
tional results obtained with the three networks that we introduce in
our work. We show one example for each category in our dataset.

2 DATASET INFORMATION

Table 1 lists all the categories in our dataset, along with their num-
bers of scenes, and Figure 11 shows one example scene with inter-
action labels for each category.

3 NETWORK ARCHITECTURES

The architectures of the fSIM-NET, iGEN-NET, and iSEG-NET are
listed in Tables 2, 3, and 4, respectively. To train the networks, we
use the following hyperparameters. For fSIM-NET: Adam Optimizer,
Batch size = 64, Learning rate = 0.0001, iteractions = 15,000, m = 5.
For iGEN-NET: Adam Optimizer, Batch size = 64, Learning rate =
0.0005, iterations = 6,000. For iSEG-NET: Adam Optimizer, Batch
size = 32, Learning rate = 0.0005, iterations = 3,000.

4 TIMING STATISTICS

We train our network on a computer with an Intel Xeon 2.20GHz
CPU with 40 cores and 32GB of memory, and an Nvidia TITAN Xp
GPU. The training and testing is performed mainly in the GPU. The
training and testing times for our networks are reported as follows.
fSIM-NET: training = 10 hours, testing per shape = 3.5ms; iGEN-
NET: training = 80 mins, testing per shape = 62.5ms; iSEG-NET:
training: = 102 mins, testing per shape = 23.5ms.
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Fig. 10. Results obtained with the networks introduced in our work. For each example, we show from left to right: the input object, the most similar scene in
the training set according to the fSIM-NET, an interaction context synthesized for the input object with the iGEN-NET, and the segmentation of the interaction
context given by the iSEG-NET. We show one example for each category in our dataset.
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Category #Scenes Category #Scenes Category #Scenes Category #Scenes Category #Scenes
Backpack 45 Bicycle 49 Drying Rack 47 Laptop 40 Stool 40
Basket 41 Bowl 40 Handcart 35 Shelf 42 Stroller 10
Bathtub 40 Chair 45 Hanger 32 Sink 40 Table 49
Bed 40 Cup 40 Hook 44 Sofa 40 TV Bench 40
Bench 40 Desk 43 Lamp 40 Stand 41 Vase 45

Table 1. Number of scenes in each category of our dataset, which has a total of 1,008 scenes.
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Fig. 11. Example scene for each category in our dataset, with corresponding interaction labels.
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Operation Kernel Strides Feature maps Act. func.
Eobj subnetwork: 64x64x64x1 input volume→ GMM parameters
Convolution 4x4x4x32 2x2x2 32x32x32x32 Relu
Convolution 4x4x4x64 2x2x2 16x16x16x64 Relu
Convolution 4x4x4x128 2x2x2 8x8x8x128 Relu
Convolution 4x4x4x256 2x2x2 4x4x4x256 Relu
Linear (GMM ϕ) – – 3 Softmax
Linear (GMM µ ) – – 3x64 –
Linear (GMM σ ) – – 3x64 Exponential
Escn subnetwork: 64x64x64x3 input volume→ 64-dim feature vector.
Convolution 4x4x4x16 2x2x2 32x32x32x16 Relu
Convolution 4x4x4x32 2x2x2 16x16x16x32 Relu
Convolution 4x4x4x64 2x2x2 8x8x8x64 Relu
Convolution 4x4x4x128 2x2x2 4x4x4x128 Relu
Linear – – 64 –

Table 2. Layers of each subnetwork of the fSIM-NET.

Operation Kernel Strides Feature maps Act. func.
Encode x : 64x64x64x3 input volume→ 128-dim feature vector fx
Convolution 4x4x4x32 2x2x2 32x32x32x32 Relu
Convolution 4x4x4x64 2x2x2 16x16x16x64 Relu
Convolution 4x4x4x128 2x2x2 8x8x8x128 Relu
Convolution 4x4x4x256 2x2x2 4x4x4x256 Relu
Linear – – 128 Relu
Encode c: 25x1 input labels→ 128-dim feature vector fc
Linear – – 128 Relu
Linear – – 128 Relu
Linear – – 128 Relu
Concatenate fx , fc → 256-dim feature vector
Linear – – 256 Relu
Linear – – 256 Relu
Decode X : 256-dim feature vector→ 64x64x64x2 volume
Transposed conv. 4x4x4x256 1x1x1 4x4x4x256 Relu
Transposed conv. 4x4x4x128 2x2x2 8x8x8x128 Relu
Transposed conv. 4x4x4x64 2x2x2 16x16x16x64 Relu
Transposed conv. 4x4x4x32 2x2x2 32x32x32x32 Relu
Transposed conv. 4x4x4x2 2x2x2 64x64x64x2 Sigmoid
Decode s, t : 256-dim vector→ 1 scaling + 3 translations
Linear – – 64 Relu
Linear – – 64 Relu
Linear – – 4 Relu
Table 3. Layers of the iGEN-NET shown in order from input to output.

Operation Kernel Strides Feature maps Act. func.
Encode X : 64x64x64x3 input volume→ 128-dim feature vector fX
Convolution 4x4x4x32 2x2x2 32x32x32x32 Relu
Convolution 4x4x4x64 2x2x2 16x16x16x64 Relu
Convolution 4x4x4x128 2x2x2 8x8x8x128 Relu
Convolution 4x4x4x256 2x2x2 4x4x4x256 Relu
Linear – – 128 Relu
Encode c: 25x1 input labels→ 128-dim feature vector fc
Linear – – 128 Relu
Linear – – 128 Relu
Linear – – 128 Relu
Concatenate fX , fc → 256-dim feature vector
Linear – – 256 Relu
Linear – – 256 Relu
Decode segmented X : 256-dim feature vector→ 64x64x64xM volume
Transposed conv. 4x4x4x256 1x1x1 4x4x4x256 Relu
Transposed conv. 4x4x4x128 2x2x2 8x8x8x128 Relu
Transposed conv. 4x4x4x64 2x2x2 16x16x16x64 Relu
Transposed conv. 4x4x4x32 2x2x2 32x32x32x32 Relu
Transposed conv. 4x4x4x2 2x2x2 64x64x64xM Softmax
Table 4. Layers of the iSEG-NET shown in order from input to output.
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